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AESTHETICS 

-MATERIAL COMBINATIONS
-“LIVING” MATERIALS
-SOFT MEETING SHARP
-ROUND

Some of my aesthetic aspirations were:
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AIR INTAKE + SHAPE

I sooner rather than later 
explored my ideas in CAD to visu-
alize the parts in relation to each 
other and potentially  further 
prototype

inner 
aerodynamics?

side oriented 
fan?

I played with ideas of making 
inner shapes that could be 
more aerodynamic, and make 
the process more efficient. But 
through further prototyping I 
concluded that this was not a 
very deciding factor in that sense.

LID, AIR CONTROL, BUCKET

A TLUD is in essence a double layered 
bucket. I came to the conclusion that 
separating the layers, with the outside 
layer being the thick stove shell that could 
also isolate and contain the heat, and the 
inside layer being a separate bucket. A gap 
between them on the inside would let air 
pass through.

Kettle stand integrated 
in lid?

The shape and larger structures 
started to become more defined.
I needed to further define how 
the lid and kettle stand would 
function, as well as control the 
interface
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